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PEP Payload Services
PEP is a real-time embedded software system 
running aboard the ISS designed as the space 
station’s 1553 Payload command and control hub.
PEP was originally designed to provide an array of 
real time data and command services to the 
Payload Rack Officers (PRO):
•Payload Health & Status Collection Service
•Payload Limit Exception Service
•Passthrough Command Distribution Service
•Ancillary Data Service
•Payload Procedure Execution (Timeliner) Service
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Addition of JSL Based Payload 
Ethernet Services
Increased utilization of the JSL by Payload Developers 
has increased interest in taking advantage of the 
Payload services provided by PEP.
PEP received a hardware upgrade, with a Pentium 
processor and an Ethernet port, which made it 
possible for PEP to conduct bi-directional TCP 
communications with JSL based, Ethernet only 
Payloads.
PEP has been modified to provide several of the 
existing Payload services via Ethernet to JSL based 
Payloads.
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Top Level Software Architecture
The architecture had to address the security and 
safety of the ISS systems by limiting the 
accessibility to PEP functionality.
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• MAC Layer Ethernet I/F driver 
gives PEP complete control 
over incoming Internet packets.  
• COTS Internet protocol package 
is added to PEP.  
• MAC Layer Security Module 
validates every incoming 
Internet packet against access 
control list and virtual 
connection list.
• The COTS Internet Protocols 
package cannot access packets 
if they haven’t been validated 
by the MAC Layer security 
function.  
• Invalid Internet packets are 
discarded.
• Once through COTS Internet 
protocol data will be verified 
and payloads will be limited to 
predefined PEP payload 
services. 
lwIP Integration
LwIP – a Lightweight TCP/IP stack:
• Designed to use minimal resources
• Runs without an OS
• Memory allocation controlled by defined/limited memory pools
• Supports TCP
• Allows disabling of unused protocols
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Integration Task performed
• Disable Ethernet interrupts
• Provide ‘scheduled’ Ethernet interface
• Disable dynamic memory usage
• Disable unused Stack protocols (i.e. UDP)
• Prevent MDM memory corruption
• Defined PEP TCP format
• Custom drivers created to control the Ethernet hardware
• Custom “callback” routines required by lwIP
• Implement security/safety controls
Successful implementation of TCP communications with JSL based payloads
Implementation of several Payload services
Successful HSI testing
Payload integration testing to be performed with TReK payload
Will be utilized by AMO-EXPRESS on-orbit in 2019
Potential use in other ISS Core systems
Results/Future Use
Benefits to Payloads
The biggest benefit for Payloads is that it allows access to PEP and PRO services, via Ethernet, thus removing the 
need to implement a 1553 interface.
•Health and Status Data Collection Service allows the PRO to take some action based on specific parameters in their JSL-based  
Payload H&S.
•Payload Limit Exception Service provides the capability for the system to take a corrective action (like powering down the payload 
or potentially starting a Timeliner automated procedure).
•Passthrough Command Distribution Service allows PROs (for example) to send a command (via S-band to Ethernet) or for PEP to 
send conditionally. 
•Ancillary Data Service provides JSL-based payloads access to data generated by ISS core systems, or by other payloads, that 
describes the environment in which a payload is operating.
•Payload Procedure Execution Service provides JSL-based payloads control of payload-specific Timeliner automated procedures 
running in PEP.
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